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Moments of Frank Gehry

The relic assigned was an old hairbrush found in an abanoned locker room. A story was made up to define why this object would be valued. The historical definition of a relic is an object that carries sentimental value and relates to a particualr person. Thus, the background of this object was that it once
belonged to the teen idol Fabio, who is most well known for his long flawless hair.
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Relic
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The reliquary was designed based off a scenario in which years from now a teen lover of Fabio discovers the reliquary hidden somewhere. The heart shaped
box has Fabio’s initials on the front (FL- Fabio Lanzoni) peaking the curiosity of the finder, but not giving away what the box contains. The color white was
chosen because Fabio is a symbol of purity.
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Reliquary
Once the box is opened, the relic is revealed laying on a red satin cushion. On the inside of the
lid is a signed photograph of Fabio signifying that the brush once belonged to Fabio.
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Moving display panels for 2 dimensional art. Intent- a display system which allows the museum to evolve. Each panel (5’x6’) slides vertically on two tensile
steel rods. The size of each panel is based off of human proportions. It is wide enough to act as wall and tall enough to block line of sight. A single space
with a field of panels dropping from the ceiling at different times- the patterns created by the displays defines the space. Different patterns means different
spaces, different rooms.

Section of display panel
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Ceiling connection detail for fixed
panel

Detail
Section of motor and wheels

Exploded axonometric of panel
The panel is aluminum honeycomb sandwiched between two sheets of anodized black aluminum. The total thickness is 3”. The edges of the panel consists
of four separate aluminum strips, beveled at the edges, screwed together. The
interior corners of the panel has rigid aluminum L-shaped bars for additional
support.
The movement of the panel is controlled by a motor hidden within. Each steel
rod is squeezed by two sets of high-friction plasitc wheels, providing stability.
The compartment for the motor is on the side of the panel. The motor’s wheels
clamp onto the steel rod for traction. It is powered through a low voltage current that runs through the rod.
Section and details of display panel
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Using the panels as field allows viewers to wander among artwork. The geometry of the field creates moments of allignment. Red and Blue panels
break the rules of the field making them special.

Panels forming random field. Problem- limitation of panel arrangement horizontally.
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Detail
With the fixed panel system the rods are connected directly to ceiling and floor. The spacial qualities of the rods bceomes prevalent. Though they are visually
thin, (1” in diameter occuring every 6 feet) they have a great impact on how people move though the space. The use of the space when artwork isn’t being
displayed becomes very limited.

Panels forming grid. Use of color to emphasize
certain artwork.

Panels used to enclose space.
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Panels forming corridor.

Introduction of the frame.
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Room
Instead of the rods being attached to the floor and ceiling, steel frames would be used to house the panel system. Each frame is seen as a
totem of artwork, containing multiple movable displays which drop down at different times. The frames would then not only support the
art, but also the building structurally and philosifically. The existence of the building is then based entirely from the art.

While this solves the problem of the left over field of rods, the frame is lacks flexibility. The moving panels are no longer able to manipulate the room spacially.
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The shared problem with the fixed panel system and the frame system is their limitation of horizontal flexibility. Solution- panels having horizontal
and rotational motion- tracks. Displays can now alter the room or leave it completely open.

The tensile rods are now connected to a steel bar. The bar serves as a housing for electrical/mechanical parts and has a pin/wheel mechanism at the
middle. This connects the system to a track.
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Detail
Transitional movement only.

Intersection of track

Bearings used for rotational motion-ability to turn corners.

Section of track
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Trolley- using bearings to separate
transtional and rotational motion.

Expansion of steel due to temperature changes. Solution- hydraulic pump,
spring system, weights.

For controlled rotation, bar housing must have something to rotate against.
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Electromagnetic pins used to
stabilize panels.

Detail
Combining transitional and rotational
movement using bearings.

Tracks for stacked wheel system.

Stacked wheel system allows simultaneous horizontal and rotation movement. The two wheels rotate
in opposite directions and rest against different edges fo the track. Issue- controlling the rotation.
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Circulation along one axis. Using beams to support tension of cables. Transparent ceiling allows structure to be expressed.

Material, light and aesthetic study.
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Room
Tracks take form of grid. Extension of track to edge of site. Allowing art be exterior as well as interior- engaging the public. Issue- grid conforming to site
results in a forced form- shape the grid does not want to be.
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The use of tracks requires the floor and ceiling to have identical grids. Because
the floor and ceiling are now viewed as equals and due to the kinetic nature of
the panel system, definition of ground plane is important. Where people occupy
the space in between these two planes. A raised ground plane helps with issues
of security.

Having the ground plane be in the middle of the space- transparent floor
so guests see the panels traveling above and below them. Issue- the ground
plane would have to be cut at the grid lines to allow the panels to slide
through. The floor is then compiled of separate square modules.

The final size of the track panel is 4’x4’ and was determined by human proportions and the qualities of its movement. The previous panel shape (5’x6’) was
larger and rectangular in part because its movement was only linear- its width helped make-up for the lack of horizontal motion. The track panel however
can slide horizontally, vertically and rotate. Thus it takes a shape that is much less directional- the shape of a square. If certain artwork requires a larger
surface the panels can be stacked to accomodate.
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Building
Study of Miesan roof and pavillion. Raised floor re-establishes the ground plane. Slight
change in elevation has a great affect on people. Staggering of the roof edge, floor and stairs
in elevation slows the procession to the building. The roof acts as a thick plane enlcosing
the ceiling track. Issues- Hiding the track is not true to the aesthetic and physiological nature
of the panel system. The use of collumns in this case disrupts the space within the track.
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The suspended ceiling allows the space between the two grids to be left untouched. The structure required to support the ceiling grid can
then act as a separate entity in itself and is able to retain its purity much like the grid. Because the ceiling grid is thin and visually light
weight, the structure above will be more massive- serving as a contrast to the grid. If the Structure were to be light like the grid, then the
space between the floor and ceiling becomes weaker- the mass grounds the building visually.
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Building
Suspended ceiling- the grid remains pure and square. Structure is series of frames- provides mass and is a spacial enclosure in itself.

Track system extending to exterior. Use of translucent envelope.

Frames responding to the two sides of the site.
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Building placement, parking, storage

Ticket booths

A recessed building

Elevated box and underground parking

Placement of support
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Slowing of procession

Translucent wall where the outline of figures are visible.

Building
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The site is surrounded by residences on three sides. The West end of the site faces the beach and the main circle. The houses on the
north side are distanced by two lanes of traffic while the residences on the South side are four lanes of away. The flow of traffic on
the south side is heavier. The angle/direction of the building was determined by views from Windward Avenue west of the circle.
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View from northern residences-looking South

View on site from existing building- looking
West

View of site from circle- looking East.

View of cirlce- looking West
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View of site from circle/site looking East.
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Building
Section facing East

West elevation

Section facing south

Section facing West

Floor Plan

North elevation

Roof Plan

Lobby layouts
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North elevation- color study

Section facing West- rooms within lobby are objects puncturing North/South facades

East elevation- translucent facade
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Building
Details of suspended ceiling
Plan view of detail

Cable patterns of ceiling
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West elevation- closed facade

This glass wall serves way for the museum to be open to the community. It is composed of sixteen glass panels which are housed
in eight frames. Each frame pivots open making the entire end of the buliding an entryway. The ceiling grid on this end extends
24’ past the glass facade allowing artwork to be displayed outside.

West elevation- open facade, exterior artwork
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Building
The entrances of the building are located at the East and West ends. The building moves from private to public (East to West) opening towards
the main circle with a glass facade. The lobby is defined only by the bathrooms, office, storage and furniture. Each are seen as separate entities that are physically expressive of what they want to be. The men’s bathroom is curved for privacy of urinal users, the women’s bathroom is
built for maximum number of lavatories, the ticket booth is free standing piece which fits into the offices and the furniture pieces are organic
shaped and movable. The house/storage for the display panels is dimensioned from the panels and is centered on a track line.
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Options for display system- panels used as planes, panels used as totems of artwork, panels used as field.
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Building
East elevation- facing parking lot

This end of the building is more conservative than the west end and consists of the tranlucent material kal-wall. The wall’s opacity
helps the building retain its secrecy. The materiality also serves as a way of slowing the procession to the gallery. The three doorways
act as peepholes so as guests approach the building from the lot they get glimpses of the interior.

Section facing West
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North Elevation

The kal-wall and layering of greenary and steel frames creates privacy for residences. The floor plane of the museum is elevated 2’ above ground
level bringing a weightlessness to the space between the two grids. The hedges are just above the floor plane so further suspend the notion of
gravity inside the building. The frames are driven deep into the sidewalk creating a visual tension between the floating interior and the masive
structure holding the building together.

Section facing South
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Building
The procession from the parking lot is slowed down with deep steps. and greenary. The structural frames react to the different sides of the site. The North
side of the frames stays paralled with the building with tress and hedges up to the side walk. This creates more visual depth and distances the building
from the close-by residences. The greenary also makes the north sidewalk a transitional space, not a place for gathering. The frames on the south side
push to the edge of the walkway, allowing people to walk through the collumns. Both the South and North are made up of kal-wall. The north side has
a thinner kal-wall so the residences retain privacy their while still being able to see movement within the building. The south side is equipped with a
thicker wall to shield against the sun.
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Placement of support

Roof section. Electrical cables and lighting runs throughout the celing. It is housed
within a 4” tall U-shaped track/grid which is welded onto the grid system used for
the display panels. On top of that grid is another of gutters for drainage. Attached
to the gutters are 3/8” x 7’-6” x 7’-6” glass panels in each of the bays, sealing the
building envelope. The steel connections at each of the corners is raised on a steel
rod for drainage.
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Building
The frames consist of 3’x5’ steel beams and 3’x4’ collumns welded together creating moment
connections. At each corner of the ceiling grid four tension cables are attached to the beams. The
three-dimensional angle of the cables provides lateral stability to the ceiling.
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The steel collumns are circular in section to allow the frames to rotate past each other. The tension cables are placed in between two layers of glass.
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Building
Detail of rotating glass frames on the west facade. The frame is broken into 8’x12’
halves. Each frame rotates about its center axis using the same track detail of the
display panels. 8” steel collumns and K-bracing provide structural stability. The collumns are circular in section to allow the frames to rotate past each other
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Sao Paulo Museum of Art, Sao Paulo, Brazil- Lina Bo Bardi

Museum of Anthropology, Canada- Arthur Erickson
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Displaying artwork as field, having open gallery space.

Displaying artwork on the exterior and interior- totem poles
Transparency of the building

Precedents
Pompidou Center, Paris, France- Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano
Attention to detail, expressing structure

New National Gallery, Berlin- Mies van der Rohe
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